Erklärung

iFootage und seine Partner übernehmen keine Verantwortung für
die Nutzung oder den Missbrauch eines der iFootage-Produkte
oder für direkte, indirekte, strafbare, zufällige, spezielle Sach- oder
Lebensschäden. Das Risiko des Benutzers oder einer anderen
Person, die dieses Produkt verwendet, trägt der Benutzer. Dies hat
keinen Einfluss auf Ihre gesetzlichen Rechte.

Rollei GmbH & Co. KG
In de Tarpen 42
D-22848 Norderstedt
Germany
P hone: +49 40 270750277
Mail: service@rollei.com
www.rollei.com
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Thank you for purchasing this iFootage product.This manual provides
important user information for the KOMODO K� ﬂuid head. Please read the
manual carefully before operating the equipment and keep the manual safe
for future reference.

Features

�. Five step dynamic balance system: supports camera set-ups of up to �kg and is
adjusted to accommodate the payload of the camera in use, providing perfectly
balanced camera tilt movement.
�. Vertical and horizontal drag creates pan and tilt damping, resulting in smoother
camera movement.
�.'Drop in' quick release plate system allows for fast and easy camera attachment
to the K� head via a simple auto lock and buckle.
�. Built-in high precision bearings mechanism and adjustable gears provide high
load capability and smooth movement.
5.'Drop in' quick release plate (front recess design) features both �/�”and
�/�”threads and ﬁts the Sony G Master and similar lens.
6.Lightweight, robust and durable precision CNC machined structure.
7.Low temperature resistant.

List of items

Fluid head

Pan/tilt arm

'Drop in" quick
release plate

�mm # Hex
wrench

Notice: All diagrams shown in this instruction manual are for illustration purposes only.

Technical Data

Weight

�.��KG

Height

���.�mm

Max load
Diameter of base

Counterbalance system

Camera plate feature

�KG

Slide range of quick release plate

��mm

Upper damping adjustment
Lower damping adjustment

�-� Selectable ﬂuid drag positions

Counterbalance per Drag Position

Quick release

Base type

+/-��mm

Mounting screw

Stepless adjustment

Pan Range

Stepless adjustment

Working temperature

-�� - +��

Pan/tilt arm type
Tilt range

Flat base

UNC �/�-��
Telescopic
���°

-��°~+��°

�: Non counterbalance / �st: �~�KG / �nd: �~�KG / �rd: �~�KG / �th: �~�KG
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Component Description
Quick release plate 1

16 1/4� screw

Quick release plate
unlock button 2
3/8� camera screw 3

Tilt Locking lever 4

Tilt damping control 5
7 Bubble spirit level

Pan locking lever 6

14

Telescopic pan/tilt arm

Arm locking sleeve

8

Quick release plate
buckle lock adjustment

15 Quick release plate

9

rubber plug

Arm adjustment/lock lever 10

Quick release plate locking buckle 11

Counterbalance adjustment control 12
Pan damping control 13
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User Guide and Functions

Switching the camera screws on the quick release plate

.
Remove the rubber plug ﬁrst and then swop the threaded screws.

Mounting and removing the quick release plate
Carefully 'drop 2
in' the quick
release plate

1 Release the
quick release
buckle

3 Lock the quick
release buckle

4 To remove the plate:
release the quick
release buckle

5 Press the unlock
button to release
and remove the
quick release
plate plate

Mounting the quick release plate: Release the quick release buckle,
carefully place the plate into the housing and lock tight the buckle.
Removing the quick release plate: Release the quick release buckle and
push down on the unlock button which will then release the plate.
Notice: The plate cannot be mounted or removed without using the locking buckle.
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User Guide and Functions
Balancing a camera

1.Unlock the quick release plate
buckle
2.Set the counterbalance to 0
position
Ensure that the quick
release plate is able to
slide both backwards
and forwards .

3.Set the tilt damping control
to minimum

Secure the camera to the quick release plate prior to mounting
the plate on the head.

Carefully slide the
plate backwards or
forwards in order to
balance the camera
Out of balance

Out of balance

Lock the quick
release buckle

Lock the quick release buckle when the camera and head are balanced.
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User Guide and Functions

Adjusting the counterbalance control
To adjust the counterbalance setting, first move the camera into the
horizontal or idle state position.
Adjust the counterbalance control

Adjust the counterbalance
control to the desired setting

Move the camera either forwards
or backwards into a 90 degree
position to engage the selected
counterbalance setting

The camera will now return automatically to the horizontal position.
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User Guide and Functions
Adjusting the damping

Rotate the tilt damping control clockwise or anti-clockwise to
increase or decrease the damping of the head in tilt.

360°

Rotate the pan damping control clockwise or anti-clockwise to
increase or decrease the damping of the head in pan.
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User Guide and Functions
Using the pan/tilt arm

Rotate the sleeve
counterclockwise to
lock the arm

Rotate the telescopic arm
locking sleeve by turning 180
degrees clockwise to adjust
the length of the pan/tilt arm

Adjust the telescopic arm length to suit camera size
and weight and user comfort
Rotate lever
anti-clockwise
to unlock arm
Adjustable pan/tilt arm

Right side
Rotate lever
clockwise to
lock arm

Left side

Turn the lock lever to adjust the angle and position of
the arm to suite user preference and comfort.
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User Guide and Functions

Adjusting the quick release plate lock buckle
Turn anti-clockwise to
loosen lock buckle

Turn clockwise to
tighten lock buckle

1.Position the quick release plate on the head and fasten the buckle lock.
2.Insert the 4mm hex wrench into the adjustment socket.
3. Gently turn the hex wrench clockwise to tighten or anti-clockwise to
untighten the buckle lock mechanism.
Locating the 4mm hex wrench

4mm # hex wrench
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Maintenance

1. Please check the tightness of each screw or joint section prior to use. Do
not over tighten as this may result in damage to parts.
2. Ensure the pan/tilt arm is tightened to avoid it dropping out. Avoid over
tightening as this may result in damage to threads. Always balance and
remove parts carefully and safely.
3. After use in rain, snow, cold or moist conditions, clean equipment with a
damp cloth. Let the head dry prior to packing away in order to ensure all
moisture has evaporated.
4. Handle all parts with care and avoid external pressure during storage.
5. Please store equipment in a dry, cool environment.

*Please note that the camera tripod are not included in the package and are used for
illustrative purposes only.
*iFootage reserve the right to amend or rectify all hardware and software specifications
at any time without notice. If there appears to be any difference between the contents
of the instruction manual and the actual product, please refer to the product itself.
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STATEMENT

iFootage and its associates will not be held responsible for the use or misuse of
any of the iFootage products or any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special
consequential property or life damage responsibility.The risk of users or any other
person using this product shall be borne by the user. This will not affect your legal
rights.

Rollei GmbH & Co. KG
In de Tarpen 42
D-22848 Norderstedt
Germany
Phone: +49 40 270750277
Mail: service@rollei.com
www.rollei.com
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